From the desk of Spencer Clements

I am writing in support of extending the exemptions to the DMCA in regards to “Jailbreaking” personal computing devices of ALL types. The allowing modern amateur software programmers to “Tinker” with their devices which they OWN is the mother of all innovation. The growth and development from these “Tinkers” makes way for future education and the fruits of their labor can benefit the general population by giving further functionality not deemed necessary by the original manufacturer. In short, I love running custom made software on my devices.

I want to ensure that I can “Jailbreak” my android devices, my apple devices, and my gaming consoles. I support exemptions in areas 3, 4, and 5.

Please allow people to tinker and modify their own personal devices...we are not hackers, just power users that want to get the most out of our equipment with custom made software.

-Spencer Clements